INTRODUCTION
The occurrence of occasional short ranges in mortar fire has long plagued the designers of ordnance materiel and impaired the utility of mortars in combat. Despite the existence of a well-developed theory of motion and the availability of means for reliable measurement of the principal aerodynamic properties of new shell, sporadic short rounds continue to occur with contemporary designs.
The principal purpose of this paper is to review the American effort toward elucidation of the causes of short ranges in Jiortar fire, and to present the author's conclusions as to how sporadic shorts may be eliminated by suitable design and quality control precautions.
The experimental and theoretical work on which this review is based was conducted by personnel of the Exterior Ballistics Laboratory of the 
BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM
There have been two main lines of approach to the problem of short ranges. Both recognize the fact that the causes of short ranges are aerodynamic and that catastrophic short ranges must be associated with extreme yawing motion.
The first approach seeks to study the aerodynamic characteristics of mortar ammunition at large yaw amplitudes and to describe in sufficient detail the growth of the yawing motion. Here the hope is that we can linderstand completely the complicated non-linear mechanics of the large amplitude motion, .and, given the initial conditions at the beginning of the trajectory, can compute the point of fall. Success in such an attack depends upon elaborate studies in non-linear mechanics and obtaining a prohibitively large amount of data on the aerodynamics of the shell in question.
The second approach, which has apparently proven far more successful, seeks to apply the results of linear theory to design of mortar systems, designed against the occurrence of yaws in flight large enough to cause significant non-linear phenomena.
If we can guarantee that along the whole trajectory the shell yaw never exceeds some small value, say five degrees, we should be able to apply the well-known stability criteria of the linearized theory of motion. If, finally, the linearized predictions show that the yawing motion cannot grow beyond the bounds of validity of the theory, we should be able to state confidently that the design will be free of short range phenomena. Should the computations show that the yaw does grow beyond the range of validity of the linearized theory, there is the possibility of short ranges. Examining this possibility in detail involves a return to the first approach. An alternative, and more desirable approach, would be so to modify the shell design as to eliminate large yaw amplitutes altogether.
It Is the thesis of this paper that we can, in fact, design against large yaws, and so guarantee against short rounds.
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CONDITIONS FOR ABSENCE OF SHORT ROUNDS
Conditions which must be met to guarantee that flight is describable by linearized theory are:
1. Initial yaw due to launching disturbances must be sufficiently small.
2. Initial damping of the motion must be sufficient.
3. Resonant amplification of the effects of fin misalignment must not occur to such an extent as to initiate non-linear instability.
k. Spin rate must be low enough to avoid magnus instability.
In order to perfona the linearized theory design process required to meet the four conditions outlined above, we must know enough about the aerodynamics of the proposed designs to make accurate estimates and enough about the dynamics of the situation to make accurate trajectory calculations. Most important, we must be able to guarantee that the yaw is small enough from the beginning of the flight to make our analysis valid. On firing, the ring expands, centering the round in the tube, and providing a reliable gas seal. The benefits are two-fold, a substantial reduction in initial yaw, and an appreciable increase in muzzle velocity with a given propellant charge. Thus, it appears that we can-make reliable calculations of the spin history along the trajectory for non-pathological cases at least. If we have satisfied the first two conditions for absence of short rounds, the linear theory of motion should apply, and we should be able to check on whether or not our design is safe on the two remaining criteria, both of which, involve the spin.
Let us summarize where we stand so far. With new techniques of obturation we can launch our shell with small yaws. Satisfactory static joability guarantees high damping in pitch, so the second condition, adequate initial damping of the motion, is automatically satisfied. But what of the standard mortar rounds, with nearly zero fin cant?
Here the spins should be below the resonant rate, but will they really be?
Now I cannot avoid numbers. Let us use the same shell, the T55E1, which is more or less similar to recent U. S. designs in 60mm and 8lmm sizes. results is again about 1 degree.
Thus, we can expect that shell witb tails designed for zero cant will have spin history distributions which will certainly Include the resonant frequency. With a spread in fin cant of the order observed on representative
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• samples, the chance that a given shell will stay within 5$» of resonance for an appreciable time is .0^. The chance that these resonating shell will have sufficient trim misalignment to cause non-linear divergence depends on manufacturing tolerances, possible accidental bending in handling, etc., and is difficult to estimate. I have guessed that the net probability of a short round from this cause is between .01 and .001, not too far removed from practical experience with representative mortar shell.
As further evidence, the same unpublished spin sonde firings, which were contamijiated with severe launching yaws, contained some 11 rounds which came and stayed uncomfortably close to resonant spins. Of these, three fell short. Two other shorts were observed, but these were badly 1 launched and had persistent large yaws from the beginning of flight, and so fell outside this class of "reasonably launched" shell I am discussing. /
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Thus, I conclude that roll-pitch resonance is a possible cause of sporadic short ranges, the most likely cause for reasonably launched shell.
We can't produce resonant shorts to order -the control of fin cant required is too close. We should be able to avoid them altogether in practice by using relatively high fin cant, sufficiently high so that within reasonable manufacturing tolerances there is no possibility of resonant shorts.
If we do this, we should be out of the woods. But there is another danger about which we know relatively little. This is my fourth condition, the avoidance of Magnus instability.
'**-^.fr^i-^-j*-^..Jj.::. shell with varying fin cants gave sporadic short rounds for fin cants below 2 degrees. As the fin cant was increased above 2 degrees the sporadic shorts disappeared, as predicted by the roll-pitch resonant theory outlined above.
While the resonant short rounds of the 60mm mortar shell T-2k have apparently been eliminated by the Budd Company redesign, the possibility of short ranges due to Magnus moment has not been completely eliminated.
In high angle fire, shorts might still be expected. •
